THE
CRAFT
ISSUE
No. 1

LET'S GET
CRAFTY
Post your or your kid’s crafty creations on Twitter,
tag @SnowflakeDB and use hashtag #PolarBearSnowBook

ORIGAMI
BOOKMARK CORNER
1

This cute little critter
will help save your
spot. Create a simple
origami pocket, decorate
it and slip it over the
corner of your book page.
Once you've mastered the
origami pocket, make all
your favorite animals!

2

Fold your origami square in half
to make a triangle

Fold the right point up to the top
of the triangle

3

4

Fold the left point up to the top
of the triangle

Open up your triangle flat again

10
5

6

Fold the front layer down to meet
the bottom edge of the triangle

7

Cut out and paste
on ears and a nose,
decorate and color!

Fold the right point up to the top
of the triangle

8

Tuck the right flap into the
pocket and fold the left point
up to the top of the triangle

9

Tuck the left flap
into the pocket

Turn your bookmark
so the pocket is at
the top and trim the
bottom point to be
rounded

POLAR
PAPER DOLL

Get Snowflake
the polar bear
ready to hit
the slopes!
Color and cut out the
accessories, taking care
not to cut off the grey
tabs. Put the accessories
on the bear and fold the
tabs over. Now Snowflake
is ready to ski in style!

POLAR
BEAR
POP-UP
CARD

Make a fun pop-up polar bear card – keep it for
yourself or write a message on the front and send
it to a friend or family member!
You will need:
•
•
•

Scissors
Glue
A piece of colored construction paper or cardstock

1

Cut out the polar bear on
the following page on the
outer dashed line

2

Fold the polar bear in
half vertically

3

Cut a straight slit across
the mouth using the line
as a guide

4

Fold the mouth flaps along
the dotted lines. Then turn
the bear over and fold the
two flaps back the other way
along the same fold.

5

Open up and reverse the
body fold. The mouth
should pop open, making a
diamond shape.

6

Glue onto a piece of folded
construction paper or cardstock.
Open and close the mouth by
folding and opening the page,
back and forth!

POLAR
BEAR
POP-UP
CARD

Cut line
Fold line

PAPER PLATE
POLAR BEAR
Turn a plain paper plate into a fuzzy polar bear! Plan ahead and decide if you want to make a mask
or wall hanging. If you'll make a mask, cut the eye and mouth holes before you apply the glue.

2"

1

Cut up white tissue paper
into 2 inch squares

5
Cut out eye and
mouth holes and use
construction paper to
make a nose and ears.
Attach a popsicle stick
for a fun fuzzy polar
bear mask!
Or use googly eyes and
construction paper to
make a funny face. Add
a pipe cleaner or string
to the top and hang on
your wall!

2

Turn your paper plate
upside down and cover the
bottom with glue

3

Pinch the tissue paper
squares at the center and
press into the glue on the
back of paper plate

4

Repeat until the back of the
paper plate is covered

UPCYCLED
BIRD HOUSE

1

Start with your used
milk or juice carton
Make sure the inside
is rinsed and dry.

2

Use a pen to outline
the shape you
want to cut out
This will be the opening
of the bird house. Use a
craft knife or scissors to
cut through the carton
following the outline you
made. You might need
to ask a grown-up for
help cutting.

3

You're ready to paint!
Time to get creative!
Paint and decorate the
outside of the milk carton
any way you'd like.
Wait for your house to
dry completely before
going to the next step.

4

Now it's time to make
holes for the stick
Use a craft knife to cut
an X mark on both sides
of the carton (ask for
help—it can be tricky).
Poke your stick through
the X mark and straight
across through the X
on the other side.

6
Turn an old milk carton into
a cozy hangout for some
feathered friends!
You will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milk or juice carton
Ballpoint pen
Craft knife or scissors
String
Chopstick or straight twig
Paint or other decorations
Paintbrush or glue

Your bird house is
ready to be filled
with bird seed.
After you've put
seeds in your bird
house, find a cozy
place to hang your
feeder and then
wait for some
hungry birds!

5

String your bird feeder
by making a hole on
the top of the carton
Use the craft knife to
make a hole at the
middle of the top of
the carton. Poke your
string through the hole
and tie a knot to create
a loop for hanging.

PAINTED
ROCKS
Spread good vibes in your neighborhood! Write fun, silly and kind messages on
smooth rocks. Use markers, crayons, glitter, paint or chalk to decorate your rocks
and then leave them around to brighten someone's day!

Flip
over

1

Valley fold and unfold.

2

Flip
over

Valley fold and unfold.
(Dot to dot)

3

Valley fold and unfold.
(Dot to dot)

Valley fold and unfold.
(Dot to dot)

4

5

Valey fold dot to dot.

Flip
over

6

Valley fold and unfold.
(Dot to dot)

7

Valley fold at the dot.

8

Two valley folds
along the bottom.
Mountain fold the top.

9

Unfold.

10

Two valley folds along the
top. One valley fold on
the bottom. (Dot to dot)

Flip
over

11 Two valley folds
along the top.
Extend the flaps out.

12

Two valley folds
along the top.

13

Valley fold dot to dot.
Mountain fold triangle
up at the top.

14

Petal folds in.
Fold back flaps to center.

15

Valley fold along
center half.

16 Rotate. Inside reverse
fold neck - repeat fold on
other side. Inside reverse
fold hind leg. Repeat
fold on other side.

17

Crimp fold tail.
Crimp fold front legrepeat fold on other side.

18

Crimp fold at the neck.

19

Reverse-fold at the
head, tuck inside at
the front leg. Repeat
folds on other side.

20

Crimp-fold the face. Pleat
the ear. Reverse fold front
legs. Crimp fold back leg.
Repeat fold on other side.

ORIGAMI BEAR
Cut out the square on the following page and
follow these steps to fold yourself a little friend!

21

DONE !

Fold
Unfold
Fold

Turn over

Unfold

Petal fold

Turn over

Reverse fold

Fold

Petal fold

Crimp fold

Unfold

Reverse fold

Fold over line

Turn over

Crimp fold

Fold into line

Petal fold

Fold over line

Crease line

Reverse fold

Fold into line

Crimp fold

Crease line

GUIDE

ORIGAMI BEAR

